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As an assembly partner for contract manufacturing, 
Synermont focuses on production planning and 
control, as well on outstanding manufacturing 
quality and efficiency.

Our goal is to utilize existing synergies and our
experise to develop a cost effective, profession
concept with added value to increase our partner's 
production efficiency.

Since many years, Western European companies are outsourcing their activities, which are not
directly their core business. In our extended workbench, some production stages or even the 
whole manufacturing process can be outsourced.

What is our mission?
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The essence of our portfolio is that our partners can choose the appropriate service based on 
their specific requirements. From simple pre-assembly to end-to-end service, the customer 
defines which processes he wants to outsource.

Portfolio

Welding

Synermont performs welding works 
on groups of components or 
complete end products according to 
previously defined and accepted 
work instructions and limit samples.

Pre assembly

A final product consists of several 
different groups of components. 
outsourcing the pre-assembly of 
these groups of components is 
popular in many areas of the 
industry, as it can optimize time and 
cost requirements during production 
which reduces the possibility of 
failures.

Final assembly

In case of complex final assembly, we 
undertake the entire process of 
assembling the finished final product 
from the components based on the 
material list provided by the customer 
and on the accepted work instructions in 
line with the required quality standards.

Rework

Rework or repair is the process of 
repairing improperly manufactured, 
defective or faulty parts. this process 
includes tasks such as disassembly, 
repair, replacement, reassembly and 
other corrections. In case of mass 
production, due to their complexity, 
these tasks usually cannot be robotized 
and therefore require the use of human 
resources.

Packaging

The packaging of finished products is 
becoming increasingly complex and 
specific from a logistics point of view. 
with increasing volumes of finished 
products and more complex packaging 
processes, in order to reduce costs, 
outsourcing packaging to a low-cost 
country is viable and popular option..
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Synermont offers several potential manufacturing locations for contract manufacturing. Our 
customers can choose the ideal location for their extended workbench depending on their 
needs in terms of distance, logistics, etc. 

Potential locations
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1. 

2. 

3.
4. 

1. Production site – Sopron

2. Production site – Szombathely 

3. HQ – Budapest

4. Production site– Jászapáti 

5. Production site– Miskolc 

5. 
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Quality is not just a phrase for Synermont, it is our guiding principle. We rely on proven quality 
standards which are consistently implemented during our projects.

Processes

After SeriesQuotation Project Kick Off Development and 

Industrialization
Project Ramp Up Serial

Production

Analysing of 

customer’s 

requirments

In order to develop efficient and high quality contract manufacturing, an intensive 
communication and analysis are necessary before the start of the project. Our goal is to get to 
know the exact needs, philosophy and expectations of our partner in detail during the 
preparation phase
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Customer benefits

Transparent
communication

Standardized reporting and exchange of 
production data by nominated project 
coordinator.

Cost Effectiveness
Significant cost savings potential in 
the operation and labour costs by 
the outsourced manufacturing. 

Quality
Application of global quality 
standards, processes and methods 
from the  automotive industry 

All-round service
From takeover of  simple assembly activities 
to outsourcing the entire production 
process, we are able to meet our client's 
requirements. 

Know How
We have the right local experience and 
solutions to ramp up such projects

Accurate cost planning
Our performance-based pricing allows our 
customers to estimate accurate costs 
according to quantitative and qualitative 
indicators
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Thank you for your attention!

E-mail: info@synermont.com

Web: www.synermont.com

Tel: +36 30 108 63 64

Address: HU-1054 Budapest, Zoltán utca 6. 

Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/synermont/
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